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“My SWEET HOME”
GALlerY BARBARA RUETZ

THE CAKES ON
MY CARPET
On May, 2013 the Gallery
called “Der Pinacoteke Der
Moderne Barbara Ruetz” in
Monaco presented the new
series of works created by
Fabio Bianco and entitled
“The Cakes on My Carpet”.
This new cycle of works
is conceptually conceived as one
large triptych and it’s formally a
natural artistic continuum with
the earlier pictorial production
named “Fabulous life”. Moving as
usual within a dimension to the
limit between the dreamlike and
symbolic, the artist probe and reveal his personal interpretation of
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Galerie an der
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München
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a more general sense of wonder.
Large chandeliers, which mark interior surfaces through an almost
baroque light, are followed by the
suggestions of “loci ameni” and
of “parterre de borderie”, where
sumptuous banquets also took life
through great “gateau”. Through
time and space, the cakes become
now, almost ironically, the direct
testimony of the contact point
between the intangible and visionary world of the mind and the
concreteness, almost raw, of the
real (his carpet).

Barbara Ruetz Art Gallery

(N. Silva)

-The Cakes on My Carpet, oil on canvas,
135x185cm 2012

Fabio Bianco’s painting is
a tool for visionary aperture.Though it does not
abdicate the real subject,
itsurpasses and transforms
it through the complex interweaving of chromatic
layers.
Liquid and metaphoric, his
painting cracks and breaks
the limits and fixities of
closed environments, multiplying planes and vanishing points, while confusing the distance between
things: ceiling and floor,
image and reflection.
Fabio Bianco was born
in 1971 in Mirano, Venice. He
has dealt with art very early,
attending an arts high school
and studying subsequent painting at the prestigious Accademia di Belle Arti in Venice. The
exhibition “My Sweet Home”
placed in our gallery shows his
colored works. Interiors are
clearly perspective and yet blur

the boundaries to the illusion
of the dream world, as a kind
memory. We remember almost
flowing down chandelier or a
forest which breaks inside out.
Fabio reveals to us
imaginary creations, in a never
ending visual repertoire that
seems to be that, but it isn’t.
Through its characteristic
and authentic style, unusual
and excessive colors flow
and overlap as if they were
metaphors for the human
chaos and for the confusion of
emotions and mental tension.
His scenes are works of a free
exchange with the reality, they
oscillate between possibility
and truth. 			
His works are not the strict
mimesis of hyper-realism and
imitation. His painting is free,
sometimes obsessively, fantastic
and also ironic. It connects
present and past, figuration and
abstraction and explores the
relationship between space and
viewer, between what is and

what shows it. This dilemma is a
kind of fusion in a visual prism.
Rooms opening into new
rooms and the 2-dimensional
painting which passes through
light and perspective in the
3-dimensional one. Fabio pulls
the doors of the imagination
which resist the digitized and
mechanized world.
Fabio Bianco has won
many awards and already had
exhibitions in important places
as Documenta in Kassel, Biennale in Venice, as well as other
exhibitions around the world.
(Andrea Müller)
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NEW PAINTINGS 2013

These most recent pieces, where the
subject matter’s vibrant colours reverberate on the canvas with a brilliant unreal light, are exercises in perception.
A liquid magma of colour – painterly
strokes of red, blue and orange, magenta, slight areas in gold and silver diffused here and there with a meticulous
circumspection all functioning as none
other than a visual metaphor for the
chaos and confusion that represent the

VENICE, ITALY 2013

human condition – a brew of emotional
and mental tension that characterise the
innermost feelings of every one of us.
Through the artists representations of
the insides of public or private buildings, he finds that initial spark which
inspire the reconstruction of mental landscapes, constitutive of that liminal space between the dream state and waking, the conscious and
unconscious and the real and imaginary.
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Barbara Ruetz Art Gallery

-INSTALLATION VIEW AT GALLERY-

Some installation view from
“My Sweet Home” at Barbara
Ruetz Art Gallery in Munich on
May, 2013.
“The absence of exact coordinates inside the image requires
observers to continuously redefine their position (physical
and conceptual) vis-à-vis the
canvas”.

-My Carpet,
oil and gold leaf on canvas,
135x185cm, 2012
-The Moose and the Mirror (detail),
oil on canvas,
100x120cm, 2013
-The Carpet Black,
oil on canvas,
135x185cm, 2013
-Interior Magenta,
oil on canvas,
140x145cm, 2013

Barbara Ruetz Art Gallery
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dOCUMENTA 13, Critical art Ensemble - Winning Hearts and Mind

Outside vies of the installation, Kassel, 2012

Inside view of the installation, Kassel, 2012
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BUSINESS+, oil and gold leaf on canvas, 150x200cm, 2012

“BUSINESS+” FUND INVESTMENT
Fabio Bianco presents Business+,
his new installation project at
dOCUMENTA 13 in Kassel.
The artwork is an ironic personal
point of view about the global crisis,
based on the birth of a new investement bank focused on art, and
where all the listed companies have
their stock prices rising with a positive sign.
The installation consists in a video
animation, which shows the prices
of publicly traded companies in
loop, and the etching on paper and
gold leaf, for a total of 8 unique
specimens.
The drawings shown here (in 1995),
gave the inspiration for this project.
www.white-fund-bank.com
-Wall Street, mix media on paper,
21x21cm, 1995 (private collection)

Outside vies of the installation, Kassel, 2012

VENICE, ITALY 2013

Inside view of the installation, Kassel, 2012
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THEATRE GALLERY BREMEN 2012
The Gallery of the Theatre
of Bremen, after exposure
of Candida Hofer and Ai
Weiwei, invites Fabio Bianco to build a great personal
exposure.

Fabio Bianco’s works can
be seen for the first time in Germany
and it is a happy coincidence that
the paintings are shown in a spatial
situation reflecting atmosphere in
many moods of the artist.
It concerns the radiance of
exceptional interiors, in particular
of theatres and opera houses.
What Fabio Bianco like on the ranks
architectures and on the spatiality
of stage and Foyer?
First, he liked the contrast of surface
area and depth. It begins to pose
questions to the room.
How could be a so solemn atmosphere created?
The not well identifiable lighting
design of the artist encourages the
feeling of tension, felt by the viewer
as exciting and perhaps even irritating.
At the same time, meeting the work
of Fabio Bianco give the possibility
to catch time and space, not through furniture such as seemingly
weightless crystal chandeliers, but
through world of matter, light and
a idiosyncratic perspective.
(continues on next page)

Exhibition view, Bremen, 2012

VENICE, ITALY 2013

Exhibition view, Bremen, 2012
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Exhibition view, Bremen, 2012

“INCHINO” SOLO EXIBITION

“INCHINO, italian meaning of bow, is
the title of the exhibition in the Theatre
Gallery in Bremen”

Remarkable are his intense colours, such as the red, reminiscent of theatre curtains, but
he also uses golden and silvery
shimmering, to underline an
almost sublime atmosphere of
the rooms.
in Bianco’s works are
deserted: the viewer is the man
who appears in conjunction
with the space, going into
this space - and it’s this the
invitation in Fabio Bianco’s
Bremen exhibition, to enter in
the special world of images.
(A. Schneider)

(the previous page)
-Found Investment,oil and gold leaf on
canvas 190x190cm, 2012
-Interior 2012, oil on canvas
120x140cm, 2012
-The Gypsoteque, oil and gold leaf on
canvas, 120x120cm 2012

Red Curtains (detail), oil on canvas, 150x200cm, 2013

VENICE, ITALY 2013

Exhibition view, Bremen, 2012
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“VITA FAVOLOSA”
The title Fabulous Life emphasizes the dreamlike and
fantastic atmosphere that
characterizes this series of
works, the pictorial medium exploited by Bianco
becomes the means to penetrate into a world rich in
particulars to be understood, in a play of chromatisms full of great brightness,
where reality and fiction
continue being in an indissoluble bond.

Fabio Bianco, just like in
a wonderland, describes, through
poetic lightness a universe where
the everyday life becomes fantastic
and in which its subjects are actors
in a climate of real and imaginary.
A sense of motionless peace glides
on the large painting of Fabulous
Life. Like no noise disturbs the
story in dreams; the invasion of
ladybugs covering the sky goes on

silently, just as silent as the cry of
the girl who notices a bear wandering undisturbed among the
plants, while the innocently appetizing ice cream cakes, are placed
on a table cloth waiting for someone’s arrival.
Each canvas is made of
vibrant colors, surrounded by a
dazzling light that Bianco captures
through the use of gold and silver
leaves, an almost unreal light that
interweaves itself among the woofs
of the canvas creating suspended
environments, sets with a strong
theatrical setting.

(M.Perazzini)

-The Cakes,
oil on canvas,
190x190cm, 2010
-Exhibition view
-Fabulous Life,
oil and gold leaf on canvas,
150x150cm, 2010 (private collection)
- The Girl and The Bear,
oil and gold leaf on canvas,
120x120cm, 2010

FABIO BIANCO BIOGRAPHY

In 1995 Fabio Bianco graduated in painting at Accademia di
Belle Arti of Venice. From the
beginning he focused his research on studying the light and
its reflections in the context of
interior spaces, with particular
focus on architectural structures. Between 1996 and 1999
he produced the series titled
“Pools” where the water light
refraction creates unstable and
confused environments, (Flower Pool, 1999).
In Chandeliers series (20052009) is evident the thorough
investigation of light-colormovement. These works e characterized by complex chromatic texture, where the reflections
of the chandeliers light multiply spaces and prospectives
giving imaginary baroque interiors, sometimes bordering on
the verge of abstraction (Chandeliers 211, 2009).
“Yes-Man” instead is an ironic series made in 2006; a path
between “places” paradigmatic

VENICE, ITALY 2013

affirmation policy, Parliament
and Fiscal Paradise.
In 2009 he had two solo exhibitions in the Netherlands and
in Japan, at Ritsart Gallery of
Maassluis Rotterdam (Brilliant
Reflection) and at Simon Gallery in Yokohama (Remember the History & Imagine the
Real). In 2011 he participated
at the Venice Biennale, Italian
Pavilion Veneto Region, with
a large work from the cycle
“Chandeliers”.
In 2012 he has been invited
to exhibit at the gallery of the
Theater of Bremen, this exhibition, centered on the theme
of the theater, aims to celebrate the work of recent years of
Bianco. The same year Critical
Art Ensemble invited him to
dOCUMENTA 13 in Kassel,
where he presented a new installation expressing an ironic
and personal view of the current economic world creating
a new bank specialized in contemporary art investments.
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Chandeliers - S.Sebastiano, Villa Contarini, Venice Biennale, Italian Pavilion Veneto Region, 2011

-CHANDELIERS-

The
series
entitled
“Chandeliers” have the
romantic and literal allure of certain 19th century
Central European novels,
but are simultaneously
enigmatic so as not to
render themselves easily
interpretable, but instead position themselves in
a future beyond time.

The employment of
the recognisable and familiar as
a departure point (in this case
the Ca’ Rezzonico model of
Chandelier) and repeating the

motif obsessively in the paintings, sets up a complex game
of reflections and resonance,
with rooms opening onto other
rooms, doors thrown open to
emptiness, glass refracting the
light dancing on the walls and
floors which reflect the ceiling.
Like a visual prism, the 2-dimensional space of the piece
conquers the 3rd dimension,
thanks to the informed use of
light and perspective on the
part of the artist.
If, in previous work,
devoted ironically to Yes-men
(the successful men of the new-

economy) Bianco, through his
use of strong critical polemic,
confronted certain current socio-political matters directly, in
the Chandeliers series, he has
rendered those considerations
more subtle and profound; exploring the relationship between space and the self, interiors
and exteriors, the natural and
the artificial and the causes and
effects of the unarrestable transformation of western civilisation.
Concealed in the magical and
seductive atmosphere of these
painted architectonic interiors

2007-2013
lies the perennial dilemma, concerning the difference between
“that which is and that which is
represented”.
Today, having passed
through hyper-realism, which mimicked photography and the cinema following the era of remake
and imitation, we have returned
to a painting that is free and joyous, inestimable in value, at times
obsessive and fantastical. It is replete with colour, simultaneously
powerful and fragile, but still authentic and perhaps still capable
of effectively recounting through
fantasy and imagination our reality and the defining spirit of our
times.

VENICE, ITALY 2013

“At the height of concentration –
observed the philosopher and writer, Alain Badiou – the century’s
art aims to unite the present, the
intensity of the real in life and it’s
name within the formula, which
is the invention of form. It is thus
that the suffering of the world
transforms into joy”
Alain Badiou’s words
seem to summarise admirably the
present day’s visual arts outlook
and furthermore provides the perfect inspiration for Fabio Bianco’s
artistic endeavour.
(G. Serusi)
-Interior 2007, oil on canvas, 150x170cm
-Interior gold 2013, oil and gold leaf on
canvas, 150x250cm, 2013
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Brilliant Reflection, exhibition, Maassluis - The Netherlands, 2009

Brilliant Reflection, exhibition, Maassluis - The Netherlands, 2009

Fabulous Life, exhibition, Pesaro - Italy, 2010

Sculptures by Kouji Ohno

Chandeliers, exhibition, Venice - Italy, 2007

Art Fair Tokyo, Tokyo - Japan, 2011

Business+, exhibition, Kassel - Germany, 2012

Natural Project, exhibition, De Lier - The Netherlands, 2013

My Sweet Home, exhibition, Munich - Germany, 2013
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Flowers and Chandelier, oil on canvas, 60x90cm, 2013

The Cakes 2013 (detail), oil on canvas, 101x104cm, 2013

My Sweet Home, oil and gold leaf on canvas, 190x248cm, 2013

Forest Music, oil on canvas, 130x160cm, 2013

Interior (detail), oil on canvas, 101x104cm, 2013

Chandeliers 211, oil on canvas, 280x320cm, 2009

Interior White, oil and gold leaf on canvas, 60x71cm, 2013

Interior Black and White (detail), oil on canvas, 140x145cm, 2013

VENICE, ITALY 2013
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Business

Business

FABIO BIANCO BANK

FABIO BIANCO BANK

FUND INVESTMENT

FUND INVESTMENT

www.white-fund-bank.com

www.white-fund-bank.com

Yellow Stripes and Blue, oil on canvas, 100x120cm, 2013
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